MONTSHIRE AT HOME:
TREES
Tree Bingo
Find as many tress as you can. Complete your search in a horizontal, diagonal or vertical line to
get a BINGO! Use the clues provided to spot these trees in the woods.
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BEECH

CLUE
Beech nuts are as
big as marbles
and covered in
a spiky shell.

CLUE

CLUE
Beech leaves are
leathery and have
lines on them that
look like fish bones.

Beech have smooth
gray bark — like an
elephant!

BIRCH

CLUE
Birch leaves are
small with saw
tooth edges.

CLUE

CLUE

Black scars show
where branches
have fallen off.

Paper Birch are famous
for their peeling bright
white bark.
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WHITE PINE

CLUE
White Pine have
pine cones that
are long and have
big open scales to
cover its seeds.
CLUE
White Pines have
needles that are
grouped in bundles
of five.

SUGAR MAPLE

CLUE
CLUE
Sugar Maples have
leaves that look like
your open hand.

Maple seeds fly
like helicopters.

CLUE
Old Maples have bark that
breaks into big blocky pieces.
Often, the bark has green lichen
and moss growing on it.
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OAK

CLUE
Acorns are the nuts
of an oak tree. Look
close and you can
see that each acorn
wears a “cap.”
CLUE

CLUE
Oak bark has long
thick cracks in it.

Oak leaves can look
like small people
with many sets of
arms reaching out.
What do they look
like to you?

ASH

CLUE
Ash leaves are
made up of 5–9
small leaflets.
CLUE
Ash bark looks braided,
like cantaloupe skin.
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STRIPED MAPLE

CLUE
This little tree has
great big three
pointed leaves

CLUE
Look on the bark for
the green stripes that
give the Striped Maple
its name.

HEMLOCK
CLUE
Hemlock pine cones
can be smaller than
your thumbnail!

CLUE
Hemlock needles are
flat, less than an inch
long, and have soft
rounded edges.
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